power of the electromagnetic waves in twodimensional, magnetized, steady-state, non-uniform plasma, and got the relations of absorbing power and reflected power with plasma parameters [8] ; Evans calculated signal attenuation in simulated plasma sheath which is generated by the Chemical combustion experiment [9] .HC Kim provided the numerical solution of reflection and transmission coefficient of the electromagnetic waves in a non-uniform plasma layer, and the numerical solution and the theoretical solution are consistent [10] . In this paper, the communication signal attenuation is calculated, and the model of plasma sheath is based on the layer theory and the modified double exponential model in blackout. The effect of the various parameters of the plasma (such as the angular frequency of communication signal, the collision angular frequency of plasma, the electron density, temperature) on communication signal attenuation is discussed. This provides a good way to solve the communication interruption problems in "blackout" area.
THE SIMULATION MODEL

The plasma model in blackout zone
The plasma is aeolotropy and complex medium [11] , and actually the plasma density tends to be zero on the surface of aircraft and far from the surface. At one or several limited distance it has extreme, but the variation of plasma density is continuous in the The attenuation constant reaches a peak value when the angular frequency of communication signal is equal to the natural angular frequency of the plasma, and the different collision angular frequency of plasma has different the peak value of attenuation. In addition, the peak value and bandwidth of attenuation is a contradiction. As electron density increases, the attenuation constant increases rapidly. When the temperature is below 1000K, the attenuation constant increases rapidly, and then reduces slowly. KEYWORD: plasma; electromagnetic wave; attenuation constant; blackout International Conference on Industrial Technology and Management Science (ITMS 2015) plasma. The direction of Z axis is in conformity with the normal direction of the aircraft. The distribution of plasma electron density is given by the formula (1) and figure 1. 
The relationship between the attenuation and various parameters
When the electromagnetic wave propagates in the uniform plasma where there are a large number of electron collisions, attenuation constant can be obtained by the Maxwell equations of the electromagnetic wave:
is the angular frequency of communication signal (that is the angular frequency of electromagnetic wave), f is the frequency of communication signal and p  is the angular frequency of plasma which has a relationship with the electron density distribution. is collision cross section, r is the radius of the gas molecules.
For the convenience of analysis and calculation, the plasma is divided into N layers(As shown in Figure 2 ), supposing the thickness of the simulated plasma is 0.1 meters, and the distribution of electron density is nonlinear. The electronic density can be regarded as the approximate uniform in each layer, then the attenuation is solved in the each layer, next the attenuation of all layers are integrated on the Z axis, and finally the total attenuation is calculated. So the total attenuation can be written as: Figure 4 , when the collision angular frequency of plasma increases, the attenuation of communication signals increases first and then decreases, the peak value and the location of the attenuation of communication is not the same. This phenomenon is due to the plasma collisional absorption, this calculation results is consistent with reference [12] . Figure 3 also shows, the collision angular frequency of plasma increases when the attenuation peak value reduces. But from Figure 4 , if the collision angular frequency of plasma increases, the width of the attenuation band is also correspondingly increased. So there is a contradiction between the attenuation band and the attenuation peak, and they can not be satisfied simultaneously. Fig. 4 The relation of attenuation and the collision angular frequency of plasma . Effect of Electron density on attenuation is calculated. Figure 6 shows that: the attenuation is small when the electron density is less than 18 3 10 / m , and it changes little; when the electron density is greater than 19 3 5 10 / m  , the attenuation is greater than 1000 db, then it quickly increases. Therefore, reducing the electron density of plasma can help reduce effect of plasma on attenuation communication signal. This provides a good way to solve the communication interruption problems in "blackout" area.
Effect of temperature on attenuation
Supposing the angular frequency of the plasma is , the relationship of the communication signal attenuation and temperature is studied. By equation (4) and (5), the relationship can be obtained between the collision angular frequency of plasma and temperature, Figure 7 shows that the collision angular frequency of plasma is inversely proportional to the temperature. Figure 4 shows the relationship of the collision angular frequency of plasma and the attenuation has a peak value, so Figure 8 shows the relationship of the temperature and attenuation also has a peak value. When the temperature is below 1000K, the attenuation increases rapidly, and then reduces slowly. Fig.7 The relation of temperature and plasma collision angular frequency Fig.8 The relation of temperature and attenuation
CONCLUSIONS
The model of plasma sheath is established based on the layer theory and the modified double exponential model in blackout. In addition, the attenuation is obtained by Maxwell's equations. The following results are obtained by calculation:
(1)As the frequency of communication signal increases, the attenuation increases first, and then decreases. When the angular frequency of communication signals is equal to the angular frequency of the plasma, the attenuation reaches a peak value and in other cases the attenuation are relatively small.
(2)The different collision angular frequency of plasma has different the peak value of attenuation. In addition, the peak value and bandwidth of attenuation is a contradiction.
(3) The attenuation is small when the electron density is less than 18 3 10 / m , and it changes little. When the electron density is greater than 19 3 5 10 / m  , the attenuation constant is greater than 1000 db, and then it quickly increases.
(4) When the temperature is below 1000K, the attenuation constant increases rapidly, and then reduces slowly.
